3D Cardiac
Organoid Platform
Technology

Competitive Advantage

2D culture models have failed to recapitulate the
complex biology and pathophysiology of human
disease. This contributes towards drug candidate
failures at the costly clinical phases of development.
Researchers at QIMRB have developed a novel 96well platform for the fabrication, culture and analysis of
contractile, 3D human cardiac organoids.

• Combine more realistic organoid -based
screening with practical high throughput and
high content capability
• Obtain screening results that are more
representative of mature human cardiomyocyte
function than can be achieved with embryonic,
cellular or 2D cardiomyocyte cell cultures
• Tissue self-assembly reduces variability between
organoids and avoids need for tissue handling
• Organoid size of ~50,000 cells provides sufficient
tissue for high content marker, proteomic or RNA
screening
• In situ measurement of time resolved contractile
force allows screening based on functional
performance of the cardiac organoid

Applications
• Screening platform for mature human cardiac
organoids that can be used for drug discovery,
drug toxicity screening, biology research
• High content analysis of cardiac organoids
including marker analysis, proteomic and RNA
screening and contractile profiles
• Developing high throughput organoid-based
disease models
• Culture platform adaptable to other organoid
cultures (e.g. skeletal muscle and neural tissue)

Partnering Opportunity
The platform including the maturation medium and
culture vessel is the subject of a PCT patent application:
PCT/AU2017/050905 Cardiomyocyte maturation, filed
25.08.2017.
This platform is available for licensing and or collaborative
research.

Higher throughput culture platform for organoid
production and high content screening analysis
New design - promotes
automatic tissue formation
and mechanical stimulation

High content analysis multiple readouts from
one tissue

Lead Researcher
Dr James Hudson’s work is focussed on developing
new human cardiac tissue engineering technologies and
applying those technologies to uncover mechanisms
driving cardiac proliferation and maturation. James is an
inventor on 4 patents related to human cardiac tissue
engineering technologies and regenerative therapeutics.
James has secured grants and fellowships from the
NHMRC and Stem Cells Australia.

With more than 900 scientists, students and support staff,
QIMR Berghofer is one of Australia’s largest and most
successful independent medical research institutes. The
QIMR Berghofer Business Development Team manages
over 160 patent families, offering a wealth of collaborative
and commercial opportunities for industry and government.
We have a strong track record of partnering with leading
pharmaceutical and biotech companies to further develop
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early-stage technologies, generating over $21 million in
annual commercial revenue in the last financial year. In
addition to licensing and partnering outcomes, we facilitate
contract research and consulting projects for industry
clients. Our team includes specialists in commercialisation,
IP protection, patent law, clinical trial and project
management and industry-backed grant opportunities.

partnering@qimrberghofer.edu.au

